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Abstract
Michael Decker's monograph examines late antique agriculture in the Roman diocese of Oriens, an
administrative unit stretching along the Mediterranean coast from the Sinai Peninsula to southern Anatolia,
extending to Mesopotamia in the East and embracing Cyprus to the West. Although mainly concerned with
the period between 300 and 700 CE, the book has plenty to offer those interested in earlier periods of classical
antiquity.
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 already easily available in recent paperback editions of the collections in
 which they first appeared. For specialists already familiar with Campbell's
 work, the book's most valuable feature is perhaps the new introduction, an
 engaging reflection on the current state of research in medieval rural history.
 However, to obtain it one does not need to buy the book. The introduction is,
 at the time of writing at least, available as a free download from the publish
 er's website.
 Chris Briggs
 University of Southampton
 Tilling the Hateful Earth: Agricultural Production and Trade in the Late
 Antique East. By Michael Decker. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009.
 368 pp., $135.00, hardback, ISBN 978-0-19-956528-3.
 Michael Decker's monograph examines late antique agriculture in the
 Roman diocese of Oriens, an administrative unit stretching along the
 Mediterranean coast from the Sinai Peninsula to southern Anatolia, extend
 ing to Mesopotamia in the East and embracing Cyprus to the West. Although
 mainly concerned with the period between 300 and 700 CE, the book has
 plenty to offer those interested in earlier periods of classical antiquity.
 The first two chapters provide an overview of the geography, climate, and
 socio-economic landscape of Oriens. Most of the region supported dry-farming
 but the use of irrigation grew steadily during this period as population growth
 forced intensification and the exploitation of previously uncultivated marginal
 land. The state was the largest landowner followed by the church and its mon
 asteries. Decker provides a deft survey of the villages, farmsteads, and estates
 that dotted the countryside. Slaves were relatively unimportant in agriculture
 with large landowners relying predominantly on tenants and the part-time
 labor of small-scale farmers. Decker next turns to the region's most important
 crops: grain, vines, and olive trees. Chapter 3 discusses the tools and methods
 of grain cultivation and provides an excellent rundown of the various cereals
 grown. Here as elsewhere the author is careful to consider the practices of
 small-scale farmers as well as the elite whose agricultural writings survive, and
 he makes plausible suggestions about the diffusion of agricultural knowledge.
 Chapter 4, on viticulture, describes the process of cultivation, the various vine
 cultivars, as well as the additives used in making wine (e.g., gypsum and sea
 water). As major Byzantine cities and even the Merovingians sought out its
 wine, "the eastern provinces increasingly became the vineyard of the
 Mediterranean" (122). This allowed wine to serve as "a marketable commod
 ity from which one could render a profit even from a small plot of land" (148).
 Chapter 5 provides a similar examination of olive cultivation, which could
 also be quite profitable. Decker argues that "late antique farmers seem to
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 have added a few new methods of planting and grafting" and observes "a
 strong tendency to improve strains and develop new varieties through experi
 mentation" (173). The final three chapters examine the economics of agricul
 ture. Chapter 6 focuses on the development and use of irrigation technology
 while Chapter 7 looks at the risks and rewards of various strategies such as
 ley-farming and reliance on cash crops. Chapter 8 turns to the problems of
 marketing and trade. Here Decker makes a strong case for the importance of
 the overland transport of agricultural commodities,, arguing convincingly that
 such traffic "was neither expensive nor rare" (257).
 Overall, this well-researched, clearly written, and amply illustrated book
 argues that, despite some setbacks (e.g., the Justinianic plague of the sixth cen
 tury), late antique Oriens was not "a dilapidated group of impoverished ...
 provinces" ripe for conquest but instead enjoyed a vibrant economy fueled
 by a host of developments in agriculture (27). Pointing out that several devel
 opments attributed to the Islamic Agricultural Revolution, such as the saqiya,
 really came earlier, Decker suggests that "rather than viewing the upward tra
 jectory of intensive agriculture in the Islamic world as a decisive break with
 the past, it is best viewed as continuing long-standing ancient development
 and adaptation" (227).
 David B. Hollander
 Iowa State University
 Noble Brutes: How Eastern Horses Transformed English Culture. By
 Donna Landry. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2009.248 pp.,
 $50.00, hardback, ISBN 978-0-8018-9028-4.
 This book contains themes of interest to readers of Agricultural History?the
 activities of the landed classes; agricultural improvement and environmental
 influences; the breeding, training, and management of animals; and rural
 pursuits?but its perspective is a cultural one. Thus, Landry dismisses Robert
 Bakewell's experiments with the observation that gentlemen had long
 engaged in selective breeding, specifically to produce fleet-footed race
 winners, strong, pacey hunters, and showy coach-horses. According to Landry,
 the assimilation of Ottoman-bred horses, together with their distinctive
 approach to horsemanship, was the vital catalyst.
 Naturally, Landry discusses the emergence of the English thoroughbred,
 emphasizing the significance of the infusion of oriental blood, while recog
 nizing the importance of native stock in its genetic make-up. In England,
 "naturalized" eastern horses grew in size and substance as a result of feeding
 on the improved grasses and cereals of the agricultural revolution. The nobil
 ity and aura of intelligence emanating from eastern horses also provides an
 example of animal agency at work: as they appeared to obey their rider by
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